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Dana Strachotová*

The Lean Design of Manufacturing Process1

Summary

This article is intended to using of Six Sigma methodology.  A break trough strategy
to significantly improve customer satisfaction and shareholder value by reducing
variability in every aspects of business. It enhances the ability to delivery customer
satisfaction and cost improvement results faster – within months from the start, and
sustains the rate of improvement on-going. One of the most powerful ways to improve
business performance is combining business process management (BPM) strategies with
Six Sigma strategies. BPM strategies emphasize process improvements and automation
to drive performance, while Six Sigma uses statistical analysis to drive quality
improvements. The two strategies are not mutually exclusive, however, and some savvy
companies have discovered that combining BPM and Six Sigma can create dramatic
results. Six Sigma methodology teaches and deploys hard skills and business practices
emphasizing.

Introduction

The basic concepts of Six Sigma were developed at Motorola in the 1980’s as they
worked to improve the quality of their products and services. They have been refined and
improved over the years by many successful companies. By implementing a systematic,
rigorous routine, they were able to improve their services or products and increase
customer satisfaction, thus increasing profits.

Six Sigma approaches business processes from a highly analytical point of view. It
incorporates five levels of activity:
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– Philosophy – the enterprise-wide embrace of defect reduction by making decisions
based on hard data and customer focus.

– Focus on the Customer – meet or exceed their requirements/expectations. 
– Metrics – statistical focus to make process outcomes 99,9997% defect free,

otherwise expressed as 3.4 defects per million opportunities.
– Methodology – structured approach to solving problems that uses specific tools

and process mapping to achieve the metric goal.
– Process based – the defects or errors introduced into products or services are based

upon deficiencies in the processes.
In short, Six Sigma allows an organization to reduce the variability in its products and

services so that waste is reduced, efficiency is improved, and customer satisfaction is
dramatically increased. Business problems are solved through rigorous application of data
collection and analysis tools. The training that Six Sigma users receive is quite intensive,
progressing through several increasingly sophisticated levels based on experience and
accomplishment. Professional Six Sigma consultants and practitioners usually work to
become certified at the various levels, increasing their ability to help guide development
and implementation of Six Sigma methodology.

1. Six Sigma phases

The methodology of Six Sigma is the key to its success. An organization follows a
five step progression (DMAIC) (BBd! Nie mo|na odnalez  zródBa odsyBacza.) that
uses information and statistical analysis to address the achievement of operational goals.
There are some differences in the five steps depending on whether they are used to
improve an existing process or design a new process. The end goal, though, is always to
achieve the standard metric of 99.9997% defect free performance.
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1. Define. The Define phase is concerned with the definition of project goals and
boundaries, and the identification of issues that need to be addressed to achieve the
higher (better) sigma level. 

2. Measure. The goal of the Measure phase of the Six Sigma strategy is to gather
information about the current situation, to obtain baseline data on current process
performance, and to identify problem areas. 

3. Analyze. The goal of the Analyze phase of the Six Sigma quality effort is to identify
the root cause(s) of quality problems, and to confirm those causes using the
appropriate data analysis tools. 

4. Improve. The goal of the Improve phase is to implement solutions that address the
problems (root causes) identified during the previous (Analyze) phase.
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5. Control. The goal of the Control phase is to evaluate and monitor the results of the
previous phase (Improve). 

Basically identify an area where there is a process problem, measure it, work out why
there is a problem and then fix it.

2. Project selection

Proper project selection is one of the most critical factors influencing the outcome of
consumer driven Six Sigma projects. 

Selecting a projects that is too large will cause valuable time to be lost during the
define phase as project teams struggle to scope their projects and develop “Problem
statements” that can be addressed using Six Sigma. A fundamental formula used in Six
Sigma is that “Y” is a function of “X”:

Y = f (X)

In mathematical terminology, “Y” is the dependent variable while “X” is the
independent variable. Expressed in another way, “Y” is an output resulting from number
of inputs or “X”. The typical diagram used to communicate this concept in consumer
driven Six Sigma is as follows:

Y = X1 X2 X3 X4

Building on this concept, it canbe said that every “X” is correlated to “Y” at some
deeper level in the process. The diagram for this cascading relationship is as follows:

Y = X1 X2 X3 X4

⇓
Y = X1 X2 X3 X4

⇓
Y = X1 X2 X3 X4

This method of “drilling down” to the specific issues is the fundamental technique for
both project selection and project scoping. Those trained in Six Sigma techniques are
often heard describing issues in terms of the “Xs” and Ys”. On the Fig. 2 it has at one’s
disposal the example. Y/X diagram on Fig. 2 illustrates how the project selection process
is used to narrow high-level outcomes (big “Ys”) down to specific actionable issues
(project level “Xs”).2 Project selection is most often performed at the project champion
level and is critical that black belts and project teams have specific issues to address.
Without clear direction, projects frequently stall in the define and measure phases as it
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becomes difficult to pinpoint what data to collect and how to make use of it. To ensure
that projects are appropriately selected, the champion can apply the project selection
checklist appearing. 

3. Define phase

The purpose of the define phase is to further refine the Six Sigma project team’s
understanding of the problem to be addressed. In addition, the project team will use the
define phase to get organized, determine roles and responsibilities, establish goals and
milestones and review process steps. At the completion of the define phase, the project
team will have:

– Defined the problem with a problem statement3,
– Specifically identified the process or product’s customer,
– Defined CTQs (Critical to Quality characteristics) from the customer’s viewpoint,
– Scoped the project,
– Produced a refined problem statement.
Identify customer – in this step, the project team will determine who is directly

impacted by the problem and what costs can be associated whit that impact.4 Once a
customer is identified, the project team will need to determine what is important to that
customer from the customer’s point of view. In Six Sigma terminology this process is
referred characteristic (CTQs). Identification of CTQs ascertains how the particular
characteristics appear when meeting customer expectations. After CTQs are identified, the
project team must develop operational definitions foe each CTQ. Effective operational
definitions:

– Accurately describe the critical – to-quality characteristic,
– Specifically annotate what is considered meeting the customer expectation,
– Are written to ensure consistent interpretation and measurement by multiple people.
Commonly used methods of identifying CTQs include, but are not limited, to focus

group, surveys or interviews. Outputs of this step are CTQs, operational definitions and
parameters for measuring too. When project team members the scope project do, must
above all further specify project issues, develop a refined problem statement and
brainstorm suspected sources of variation. Similar to the process used in project selection,
team members must strive to reduce the scope of their project to a level that ensures the
problem is within the team’s area of control that ensures data can be collected to show both
the current and improved states. A refined problem statement is a highly defined
description of the problem. Beginning with the general problem statement and applying
what has been learned through further scoping. Project team writes and refined problem
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statement that describes the problem in narrow terms, indicates a level where the team will
begin its work and identifies the extent of the problem and how it measured. Effective
tools to scope projects include cause-and-effect diagram (fishbone), cause-and-effect
matrix, FMEA and Y/X diagram. 

4. Measure phase

The purpose of the measure phase is to establish techniques for collecting data about
current performance that highlights project opportunities and provides a structure for
monitoring subsequent improvements. Upon completing the measure phase, project team
will have a:

– Plan for collecting data that specifies the data type and collection technique,
– Validated measurement system that ensures accuracy and consistency,
– Sufficient sample of data for analysis,
– Set of preliminary analysis results that provides project direction,
– Baseline measurement of current performance.
The key concepts of measure phase consist on sound data collection plan,

identification of key process input variables (KPIV), variation displayed using pareto
charts, histogram and run charts. The most important step of the measure phase is a well-
prepared data collection plan. It is critical that the project team spends the appropriate
amount of time developing the data collection plan. Investing time in developing the plan
can help avoid collection errors that may result in data corruption or the collection of data
that is not relevant to the project. Conversely, even the well-developed plan may require
revisions as the project team becomes enlightened regarding. Process details.5 In the next
step must prepare perform measurement system analysis. It is important to ensure the
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5 The project team should make certain that ample consideration has been given to the various factors
(Xs) that might be causing variation in the process. It is very important that, where applicable, data be
sub grouped to determine variation between the subgroups. For example if the Xs were typos observed
in a document, the project team might subgroup the data as follows: person-to-person, office-to-office,
shift-to shift, week-to-week, etc.

Fig. 2. Exam ple for using Six Sig ma me tho do lo gy

Y = X1 X2 X3 X4 ⇐⇐

⇓

⇓

Y = X1 X2 X3 X4 ⇐⇐

⇓

⇓
Y = X1 X2 X3 X4 ⇐

The ta ste of a glass of le mo na de (the “Y”) is in flu en ced by
a num ber of fac tors in c lu ding: 
• Ty pe of le mon in gre dient (an “X”) 
• Amo unt of su gar ad ded (an “X”) 
• Ty pe of wa ter used (an “X”) 
• Amo unt of ice ad ded (an”X”)

Exten ding the exam ple, if the le mon in gre dient fac tor was
to be exa mi ned fur ther, the “X” va ria bles mi ght in c lu de: 
• Fresh squ eezed le mon (a po ten tial “X”) 
• Li qu id con cen tra te (a po ten tial “X”) 
• Fro zen con cen tra te (a po ten tial “X”) 
• Po wde red le mon fla vo uring (a po ten tial “X”)
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information collected is a true representation of what is occurring in the process. At the
conclusion of the measurement system analysis, the project team should know:

– Whether the measurement system is “capable” of gathering data that accurately
reflect variation in the process,

– Whether there is measurement error, how big it is and method of accounting for it,
– What confidence level can be attached to the measurement collected,
– Whether or not measurement increments are small enough to show error,
– Whether the measurement system will be stable over time. 
The project team member must conduct data collection, perform graphical analysis

and conduct base analysis too.

5. Analyze and improve phase

As an outcome of the measure phase, the project team should be narrowing its focus
on distinct groups of project issues and opportunities. The analyze phase allows the project
team to further target improvement opportunities by taking a closer at the data. Upon
completion of the analyze phase, project team members should be able to answer – what
was the approach to analyzing, what was the improvement opportunity, what are the
causes contributing to the improvement opportunity, how was the data analyzed to identify
sources of variation or did analysis result in any changes to the problem statement or
scope? The BBd! Nie mo|na odnalez  zródBa odsyBacza. shows mutual relations
between single activities of analyze and improve phase and shows used tools too.

To begin the analyze phase, the project team needs to confirm the type of data that
has been collected, either attribute or variable. Based on the data type, the project team
will use one of two sets of analysis tools:

– Attribute data tools (attribute data reflecting one of two conditions such as Yes/No;
Defect/No defect; Accurate/Inaccurate):

– Variable data tools (test for level of variation within a data sample). For example
F-Test (tests and compares two data sets for variance; assumes a random sample of
normal data; Null hypothesis (Ho) = both data samples have the same degree of
variance; P-Value greater than 0,05 = accept the null hypothesis; P-Value less then
0,05 = reject null hypothesis.) Maybe is possible ANOVA test (analysis of variation
homogeneity of variance) – tests and compares there or more data samples for
variance; Bartlett’s requires normal data, levee’s does not require normal data; Null
hypothesis (Ho) = all data samples have the same degree of variance; P-Value
greater than 0,05 = accept the null hypothesis; P-Value less then 0,05 = reject null
hypothesis.

As an outcome of the analyze phase, project team members should have a strong
understanding of the factors impacting their project, including – key process input
variables (KPIV) – also the vital few “Xs” that impact the “Y”. Including sources of
variation – where the greatest degree of variation exists. The purpose of the improve phase
is to generate ideas, design, pilot and implement improvements and validate
improvements. The team members can use next key concepts: brainstorming, “should
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be” process map, FMEA, etc. at the conclusion of the improve phase, the project team will
have identified alternative improvement, implemented the best alternative for improving
the process, validated the improvement and prepared for transition to the control phase.6

6. Control phase

The purpose of the control phase is to institutionalize process/product improvements
and monitor ongoing performance. Following the improve phase, the project team needs
to transition control of the process back to the process owner. To facilitate a smooth
transition and ensure the project team’s work sticks, a detailed control plan will be
developed. The objective of the control plan is to document all pertinent information
regarding – who is responsible for monitoring and controlling the process, what is being
measured, performance parameters, corrective measures. Key components of the control
plan include mistake proofing, long-term MSA plan, control chart – statistical process
control (SPC), reaction plan, update standard operating procedures. Upon completion of
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time.
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the control phase, the process owner will understand performance expectations, how to
measure and monitor Xs to ensure performance of the Y, and what corrective actions
should be executed if measurements drop below desired levels. Likewise, after completion
of the control phase, the project team members disband while the black belt begins the
next consumer driven Six Sigma project with a new team.

Conclusion

Variable data is sometimes more desirable than attribute data to use, because it
requires smaller sample sizes. However, some projects appear to provide only attribute
data (damaged units, number of incorrect invoices). The design of experiment (DOE) is
an extremely valuable tool not only in identifying key input variables causing variation
but also in setting the operating tolerances (precise levels) of the key input. DOE works
well in manufacturing processes where equipment can be adjusted incrementally and
output can be analyzed over time. With this basic understanding of BPM and Six Sigma
in mind, it is easy to see how powerful it can be to combine the two practices. Their
strengths complement each other and create a synergy that instils the entire operation
with a focus on quality and performance. The strength of BPM lies in its ability to
automate processes and workflow through modelling and examination of inputs, outputs
and performance. It is not as strong, however, in its ability to analyze data associated with
very difficult or multifaceted problems. Six Sigma fills this gap by providing the statistical
analysis needed to deal with complex problems.
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The strength of Six Sigma lies in its rigorous approach to data collection and analysis.
Through this methodology it can identify even the smallest opportunities for process
improvement, maximizing an organization’s ability to institute necessary changes. It is not
as strong, however, in its ability to monitor process improvements and ensure they are
applied across the board. BPM fills this gap by providing tools to automate process
improvements and connect those improvements across the entire organization. Both BPM
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and Six Sigma represent significant commitments on the part of a business or
organization, and they take time to implement thoroughly. Tremendous organizational
change is often required, leading most companies to start with a single department or
pilot project and expand their use over a multi-year period. It is well worth the time and
effort, though, to generate the substantial business improvements that are typical with
BPM and Six Sigma.
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Odchudzanie projektów procesów produkcyjnych

Streszczenie

Ar ty kuł przed sta wia moż li wo ści wy ko rzy sta nia me to dy Six Sig ma w za wę ża niu ska li
pro ce sów pro duk cyj nych. Me to da ta po zwa la przede wszyst kim na zre du ko wa nie wie lu po -
wta rza ją cych się czyn no ści ce lem osią gnię cia wyż szych ko rzy ści w za kre sie sprze da ży
i two rze nia war to ści przed się bior stwa. Naj bar dziej war to ścio wym dla przed się biorstw
pro duk cyj nych jest po wią za nie za rzą dza nia pro ce sa mi ze stra te gią Six Sig ma. Me to da ta
wy ma ga wte dy szer sze go sto so wa nia na rzę dzi sta ty stycz nych w pro jek to wa niu i kon tro li
pro ce sów pro duk cyj nych. Choć obie me to dy nie są no we, to w ostat nim cza sie przed się -
bior stwa od kry ły ich łącz ną przy dat ność w od chu dza niu pro jek tów no wych pro ce sów wy -
twór czych.
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